
I think it really depends on what type of guy you want the MC to be and on what kind of relationship you 
want with the different girls. Without an updated walkthrough, this seems to be the pattern for the 
different girls (some of this is already in the existing WT). 

• Dr. Amana: Blue = +Respect; Red = +Amusement 
I can't really tell with per se, though I suspect she prefers blue. 

• Nanami: Blue = +Control (over the MC); Red = +Submission (to the MC) 
She almost always wants red, though at times you may need to demonstrate that you're not a loose 
cannon. 

• Emily: Blue = +Love; Red = +Hate 
The MC's wife pretty much just needs the blue of love. 

• Cassie: Blue = +Romantic Feelings; Red = +Lust 
I think she could go either way; she seems to be fairly open to either love or lust from the MC. (Her 
comments like 
"You just had to go there, didn't you?" or declaring disgust are pretty much fake. 

• Amanda: Blue = +Shyness; Red = +Curiosity 
Because of her innocence, she's definitely more comfortable with her current relationship and so 
prefers blue. 

• Jane: Blue = +Tameness; Red = +Rebellion 
Her rebellious streak is fed by red answers. 

• Monica: Blue = +Friendship; Red = +Lust 
She is not a total horndog, though, ready to jump the MC's bones. She probably leans a bit more 
towards blue. 

• Lupita: Blue = +Gratitude; Red = +Desire 
Again, I think this is hard to say for sure, but with her ex-husband's problems, she needs a good 
boinking. I would guess red is slightly preferred. 

• Lola: Blue = +Bonding; Red = +Horniness 
Being who she is, she much more highly responds to blue than red. (Just compare price quotes for 
each path.) 

• Lita: not implemented yet, ofc, but it seems it will likely be something like Blue = +Disappointment; 
Red = +Satisfaction 

Of course, because of different personality types, they will respond differently to the "gentlemanly" blue 
and the "roguish" red. (That isn't to say they won't respond to both approaches necessarily, but certain 
things are more in line with some personalities more than they are with others.) 


